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Eternity is Forever

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Forever; on of the qualities and quantities of eternity. Do
you think about it? You must, you should, you are, now.
GOD has set eternity in your heart, for which your being cries
out, that eternal part of you, recognizing something that is not
ephemeral, but is that quality known inherently to you in your
essence. Know that whatever GOD does will last forever. There
is nothing one can add to it; and there is noting to take away
from it. This is what separates one who walks with GOD and
does The Works of GOD with GOD in their life; it will last, it will
endure, it, being a Work of GOD, it will last forever. Our works
and those lives without GOD will perish from the earth, ours will
get burnt up , they will burn in an unquenchable fire, living apart
from GOD, for they never were a part of GOD; so their ‘will’ will
be done. GOD gives you what you want, within the constraints of
HIS overarching Plan. So choose to follow GOD and no other; not even
yourself, do HIS Works with HIM, that which will last in eternity.
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The Heart of The Matter
Philippians 3:10
“O that I may know
HIM! And The Power
of HIS Resurrection
and The Fellowship
of HIS Suffering!”

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

One really desires
to know. And here,
The Desire is to
know The Power of
The New Life that is
Risen from the
To know, from a Hedead through The
brew perspective, is
Resurrection, out of
to know by experithe dead. A New
ence. THE HOLY
Life, a life of power,
SPIRIT was and is
a life of love, a life
Teaching us The
of freedom, a new
Real Knowing, is to
birth, dying to the
experience what

Things of the world—
the flesh—and the devil. A truly transformative step: a new life– a
new birth– life from the
dead, with The Power
of The Resurrection
that empowers all of
this new life; with a fellowship of counting
the cost of suffering
for indenttifying with
The Gospel.

Jeremiah 9:23-24
Let not the wise
man boast of HIS
wisdom, nr the
mighty man of his
might now the rich
man of his righes,
ut let him who
boast, boast f this,
that HE knows and
understands ME, for
I AM THE LORD

GOD WHO exercises
lovingkindness, justice, and righteousness on the earth,
for I Delight in these
things declared THE
LORD. “ True boasting, in GOD’s Eyes,
is of only one type:
Relationship, with
the intrinsic quali-

ties of comprehension and knowingGOD wants relationship. And GOD
wants you to have
insightcomprehension and
understanding of
WHO HE IS, and to
‘know’ HIM, experience HIM.
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Did you know
In Hebrew there is a
Biblical Word we are
going to teach you
that is fascinating. The
Word is:’Olam. “Olam
has the meaning of
forever, everlasting,
eternal.. However
there is more. It also
means hidden, as in
Ecclesiaistes 3:14.

It goes even further, iit
has the meaning also
of : World. Hebrew has
depth! And we are just
at the beginning here!
When we see these
three facets of The
Word: “Olam, in Hebrew: one of the meanings is: forever hidden
in the world. O The
Depth! Come and See...

Your Hebrew Lesson
What does The word
To know mean in Hebrew? It is very interesting. To know:
Lada’at; is a powerful
word, and it indicates
at the basic level; to
know by experience.
The Lamed, The First
Letter, indicates the
infinitive form, which

is timeless, genderless, and numberless.
The root Word is:
Da’at: formed by The
Hebrew Letters: DaletAyin-Taw/Tav. It basically means: The Door
of and The Path to seeing and understanding
The Covenant of The
Cross! This is power-

ful!. This is lifetransforming! It is The
True Purpose of
Knowledge; not just an
accumulation of facts
and figures, but GOD
Knowledge is The
Door to and The Path
of seeing and understanding The Covenant of The Cross!

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
someone says to you:”go to
hell!” ? First know that
that’s not nice, and is pretty
‘raw’. Fortunately, they can’t
send you there, will you
there, make you go there;
but you can. Going to hell is
your choice; it is the immediate inheritance from one
who rejects GOD; they turn
their back to GOD and face
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hell , where GOD is not
known in a personal –loving
Covenantal Relationship;
but they will be locked in
hell from the inside; by their
own will, and their own ultimate choice; you get what
you want; you don’t want
God ,then no GOD for you,
you separated yourself from
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GOD and are in a place of
effective solitary confinement from GOD, though you
will know intimately the
penalty for your decision;
everything has a consequence; there are bills in
life. If you don’t accept HIS
Payment, you will have to
pay; period.
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

